
Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia, Italy

September 24th - 30th, 2016 and October 1st - 7th, 2016

WITH RHONDA LENAIR

Join us for a nurturing, delicious and transformational week of discovery in Puglia with 
Rhonda Lenair, a prophet, luminary, medical intuitive and renowned healer who has been 
heralded as the ‘healer of addictions’ by tens of thousands of clients worldwide, for nearly 
three decades. As a medical intuitive, she has been compared over and over to the ‘Sleeping 
Prophet’ Edgar Cayce. Rhonda is the founder of the Self(s) Healing Experience SHE**. SHE is 
a miraculous experience that since 1987 tens of thousands of people have reported their 
addictions and many other problems were effortlessly, painlessly and quickly outgrown 
without any meetings, treatments or therapy. SHE is legendary for a ‘predictable miracle’ that 
consistently occurs during the private, in person, life changing encounter. SHE is endorsed by 
many leaders and experts in the field of health and wellness. 

Read, Watch and Listen to scores of grateful people share their Self(s) Healing stories and 
what experts in health have to say.

Alcohol  http://www.lenair.com/miraculous-self-healing/alcohol/
Smoking  http://www.lenair.com/miraculous-self-healing/smoking-cessation/
Eating Disorders  http://www.lenair.com/miraculous-self-healing/eating-disorders/
General Healing  http://www.lenair.com/miraculous-self-healing/general-healing-stories/



Rhonda Lenair
Rhonda has been featured in Elle magazine, Good 
Housekeeping, the Boston Globe, the Discovery 
Channel, and scores of radio and television segments. 
She has been commissioned by royalty and celebrities 
worldwide who have struggled with attaining inner 
peace – the objective of what SHE offers.

Her countenance is represented in pictures as the 
golden water, and is used as a metaphor through 
what SHE offers that perfectly reflects the life or 
lives before her and seamlessly SHE becomes their 
voiced reflection. Rhonda Lenair is a renowned 
medical intuitive compared over and over to the ‘Sleeping Profit’, Edgar Cayce. SHE unmutes 
an infinite intelligence that presides within you that transforms chaos and havoc into pure 
peace and bliss. Learn more about all she offers here www.lenair.com/welcome

Read one of the most currently published articles here:

The Self(s) Healing Experience SHE is a sacred encounter that promises instant 
enlightenment and primes one to attain and sustain inner peace. But for over the 
past three decades, SHE has also become legendary for manifesting a side-effect, or 
by-product, that occurs consistently, known as a ‘predictable miracle’ whereby 
addictions and many out of control problems simply cease, having outlived their 
purpose. Chances are you or someone you are connected to is engaged in a battle 
with addiction or is experiencing another obstruction that blocks inner peace. In fact, 
with or without knowing it, you’ve probably been magnetized to this article in order 
to resolve an issue for yourself or someone you know that is suffering.
Out of control problems present in many different ways, from habitual or binge 
drinking, smoking nicotine or marijuana, to eating disorders of all kinds. Since 1987, 
people from all walks of life and most corners of the globe, who have struggled with 
obstacles which have prevented them from attaining the sanctity of inner peace, 
have effortlessly outgrown these impediments through what SHE offers.
SHE is often misconstrued as addiction therapy or treatment; which SHE is not. 
Losing one’s addiction is only a by-product or ‘Predictable Miracle’ that she is 
renowned for manifesting along with inner peace. Thus, one does not need to have 
an addiction or an out of control problem to receive multitudinal benefits from all 
SHE offers. Through an infinite intelligence that is unmuted, which emanates 
through you and comes back to you, you become instantly enlightened. You become 
your own infinite, non- physical expert and specialist that relates back to all that is 
physically occurring, in any way your system knows you’re primed to profit by. You 
hear what repairs and/or comprehend how to transcend any blockage that prohibits 
or obstructs inner peace. Whatever you are "ripe" to conceive you will receive 
through this truly miraculous, life transforming encounter.

SHE is Legendary for Ending Addictions
Through A Miraculous Encounter



"Rhonda’s hands-on healing work is remarkable in its ability to eliminate alcoholism. She 
also acts as a human equivalent of an MRI, CAT scan or diagnostic lab."
Hyla Cass, MD, psychiatrist and best-selling author
SHE is an ambiguous acronym representing the The Self(s) Healing Experience and 
Rhonda Lenair, its founder, as ONE become.  Rhonda Lenair is known as a prophet, 
luminary, and medical intuitive who has been compared to the ‘Sleeping Prophet’ 
Edgar Cayce and known as the legendary healer of addictions by tens of thousands, 
worldwide. SHE is not a binge drinking, eating disorder, quit smoking, alcohol rehab, 
alternative addiction program or 12 step program. SHE is a non-medical experience 
which offers the most effective and successful way to attain instant enlightenment 
and the sanctity of inner peace. Through SHE, one is primed to lose life-long 
cravings, desires, the need to self-sabotage, and many other stressful thought 
patterns. A multitude of problems are renowned for disappearing without 
withdrawals, pain, meetings, counseling or treatment. Even though that is not the 
objective of the experience, it is consistently reported to occur. Stress, anxiety, fear 
and worry lose their purpose and grip.
"It was just like turning off a light. It's completely painless--hard to describe. All I know is 
that her treatment works."
Greg Rose
Rhonda Lenair opened the doors of her first office in 1987 where she saw thousands 
of people who were in awe that their addictions disappeared so quickly and 
effortlessly. Rhonda soon became known as the ‘healer of addictions’. As the work 
evolved in depth and magnitude, addiction cessation became only one small part of 
what occurred, and as time elapsed what Rhonda offered evolved into being known 
today as the Self(s) Healing Experience, whereby losing addictions is no longer the 
objective, but simply happens.
"It certainly amazes me. All I can say is your need for a cigarette hits the wall and dies."
Sandy Shea, past editor of the Boston Phoenix in a Boston Globe interview
Read, watch and listen to the scores of people at the The Lenair Self(s) Healing 
Center website (http://www.lenair.com/miraculous-self-healing/) who generously 
share their stories, and now live in peace and freedom.  You will quickly come to 
understand during the experience that the objective is to be centered in the sanctity 
of inner peace, transcending all that is prohibiting or blocking that inner peace.
"She took all the cravings and desire away…She was the magic bullet."
Dr. Michael Posner
SHE is offered privately in-person, which is renowned for the ‘predictable miracle’ 
occurring, and also via phone.
I encourage you to visit www.lenair.com/welcome to learn more, and then call with 
any additional questions or to schedule your own miraculous and life altering 
experience.

The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center
1 888 412 8392 (toll-free)
1 802 558 9200
508 330 4781
artsmart@charter.net
www.lenair.com



*Self(s) is an infinite, nonphysical, 
eternal intelligence that presides 
and is imparted within all life ‘parts’ 
that become finite, physical, timed 
and seamlessly joins all life as ONE. 
ONE Self(s) essence and presence 
reflects all that lives, that IS life. 
ONE Self(s) intelligence supersedes 
all known finite intellects that in 
essence are mere parts of ONE 
whole infinite intelligence Self(s) is. 
This intelligence is unmuted 
through what SHE (the Self(s) 
Healing Experience and Rhonda 
Lenair as ONE become offer.  

**SHE is an ambiguous acronym representing the 
Self(s) Healing Experience (nonphysical, infinite, 
gender-free) and Rhonda Lenair (physical, finite, 
female) – as ONE becomes and offers. SHE is an 
instantaneous way to attain Self(s) enlightenment (the 
promise of the experience) and the sanctity of inner 
peace (the objective of what SHE offers). Immediately, 
ONE Self(s) voice is unmuted through an intelligence 
that presides within and one becomes one’s own Self(s) 
expert and specialist in any finite way one’s system 
knows they‘re primed to profit by. One hears, what 
repairs, and/or comprehends, how one’s primed to 
transcend – any blockages that prohibit inner peace. 
Just what one is ‘ripe’ to receive, no more or less one 
will conceive through this truly miraculous encounter.



Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia: the retreat

Discover your Self(s) in Puglia will be 
sponsored by Ylenia Sambati for this 
very unique experience in the south of 
Italy. Learn more about YLTOUR PR 
here: www.yltourpr.com

We will spend this soulful and luscious week at 
Masseria Provenzani (www.masseriaprovenzani.com) 
a beautifully restored 17th century farmhouse 
nestled in the olive groves just outside of Lecce 
surrounded by vineyards and the seas. Located only 
fifteen minutes from Lecce, the farmhouse creates an 
atmosphere of sensual beauty and tranquility. Wine, 
olive oil, herbs, vegetables and fruit are all produced 
in abundance providing the essential ingredients for 
deliciously fresh, elegant meals every day.

Each meal contains dishes pleasing to 
both vegetarians and non-vegetarians 
and Puglia wine made at premium local 
vineyards. 

Our accommodation: this retreat is 
held in the comfortable setting of an 
authentic Puglia farmhouse (Masseria) 
nestled in the countryside, that will fill 
your heart and nurture your soul.

This retreat includes three group Self(s) 
healing gatherings, creative expressive 
arts, fresh, local organic meals, Italian 
cultural immersion to celebrate the 
Puglia lifestyle and culinary traditions. 
Also available on this special trip are a limited number of private Self(s) Healing Experiences 
which is known for a ‘predictable miracle’ which occurs during what she offers privately.  Spend 
the week in the stunning beauty of the Salento area, in the southern part of the region, take a 
hike along the magnificent city of Baroque, Lecce, into the Trulli area, and in the fisherman 
town of Gallipoll, enjoy a rejuvenating massage, attend a hands-on Puglia cooking class, paint, 
learn Italian or join an excursion to local wineries, immersing yourself in the exquisite food, 
*wine and culture of Italy. (*Please note if you are scheduling a private experience no wine, 
alcoholic beverages or recreational drugs can be used 24 hours prior to your experience).



Inclusions in this retreat

7 nights accommodation at Masseria Provenzani 
www.masseriaprovenzani.com
All ground transportation 
Meals 
Relax by the pool
Optional creative experiences: writing, painting, 
cooking, photography
3 Group Self(s) Educational Healing Experience 
Gatherings 
Morning excursions to Puglia’s most beautiful places: 
Lecce, Gallipoli, Trulli villages.

-

-
-
-
-

-

-

Gathering I
AN INTRODUCTION TO ONE SELF(S)
Self(s) Acclimation and Assimilation: you will be 
primed to absorb and comprehend ONE Self(s) 
intelligence that presides within you…

Gathering II
POEMANTRAS
Self(s) awakening through Poemantras that prime you 
be calibrated, absorb, and receive Self (s) lessons and 
guidance that ONE Self(s) conceives… insights, 
foresights and in hindsight that tell, how to be whole, 
centered and well…

Gathering III
HOW TO EMBRACE PURE LOVE WITHIN

- Comprehend what Pure Love is…
- Be verbally infused in the essence of Pure Love you are
- Be anointed in the exquisite Pure Love sacred Anointing Oil, infused in the gem rose quartz, 
  the portal to the Infinite Heart….

3 Group Self(s) Educational Healing experience gatherings with Rhonda Lenair 

Not included: airfares and travel insurance, other travel related expenses, items of a personal nature 

* There are only a certain number of private Self(s) Healing 
Experiences with Rhonda Lenair which is known for the 
‘predictable miracle’ that occurs, available. We encourage 
you to schedule this option as soon as possible.

Optional in this retreat is the individual Private Self(s) 
Healing Experience



Reservations
Space is limited. Our small group size will enhance and insure 
your authentic Pugliese experience.

Payment and Deposit

There is limited availability 
for the Individual, private 
Self(s) Healing experiences 
with Rhonda Lenair during 
the Discover Your Self(s) in
Puglia Retreat.
For direct payment of the 
private, one on one
Self(s) Healing Experience 
with Rhonda Lenair please 
e-mail Veronica at 
artsmart@charter.net

Departure
Depart US on September 22nd or 30th

Cost of your weekly stay and ground
services with YLTOUR PR

- 7 nights accommodation at Masseria Provenzani
- All ground transportation from arrival to departure 
- Breakfast, lunch and dinner
- Relax by the pool
- Optional creative experiences: writing, painting,
  cooking, photography, dancing
- 3 Group Self(s) Educational Healing Experience
  Gatherings with Rhonda Lenair
- Morning excursions to Puglia’s most beautiful places:
  Lecce, Gallipoli, Trulli villages.

- Airfares and travel insurance
- Other travel related expenses
- Items of a personal nature

To hold your place: € 500,00 deposit.
50% is non-refundable. The remaining € 250,00 is 
refundable until May 1st, 2016. Balance of payment is 
due June 23rd and is non-refundable after that date.

Private Self(s) Healing 
Experiences with 
Rhonda Lenair during 
the Discover Your 
Self(s) in Puglia Retreat:
$ 4.900,00

Single occupancy:
€ 2.737,00
Double occupancy:
€ 2.627,00

Inclusions

Not included

If you would like to know more about our retreat in Puglia 
with Rhonda Lenair and any additional information about 
your accomodation, the area and payment, feel free to send 
an e-mail to Ylenia Sambati to info@yltourpr.com or 
schedule a skype call.



Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia, Italy

September 24th - 30th, 2016 and October 1st - 7th, 2016

WITH RHONDA LENAIR

WAIVER

Availability is first come first served and not guaranteed until receipt of registration form and 
payment.

By paying the deposit you assume complete and full responsibility for the proposed retreat.

Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia, Italy with Rhonda Lenair and Veronica Ramos, The Lenair Self(s) 
Healing Center, shall not be responsible for any injuries, losses or damages in connection with 
accommodations, facilities, ground transportation, diseases, local laws, weather conditions, 
mishaps before, during or after the retreat.

Payment and deposit: € 500,00. 50% is non-refundable. The remaining € 250,00 is refundable 
until May 1st, 2016. Balance of payment is due June 23rd and is non-refundable after that date.

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia, Italy with Rhonda Lenair 
from and against any losses, costs, damages and expenses.

Please disclose any dietary restrictions at the time of registration. By registering you state that 
you are in good health and have no medical condition that prevents you from participating in 
activities, such as prolonged standing and walking. You are responsible for any medical expenses 
incurred during the retreat.

Please explore travel insurance.

ADDITIONAL HELPFUL INFORMATION: Single and double rooms available. Bring comfortable 
clothes, walking shoes, and pack layers. Italy uses the euro and you can exchange US dollars at 
ATM machines.

Remember to take your medications and prescriptions. Credit cards in Europe operate with chips; 
others will not work.

For Registration Forms please email Ylenia Sambati at info@yltourpr.com

Agreement of Release and Waiver of Liability

Signature     Date

______________________________________________________  ________________________



Discover Your Self(s) in Puglia, Italy

September 24th - 30th, 2016 and October 1st - 7th, 2016

WITH RHONDA LENAIR

REGISTRATION

Sign Me Up for the week ____________________________

FIRST NAME _________________________________________________________________________________

LAST NAME __________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________________________________

CITY __________________________________________________  STATE _______________________________

E-MAIL _______________________________________________________________________:_______________

PHONE (_________)_______________________________________________           _____CELL _____HOME

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SPECIAL NEEDS:
Please list any allergies or 
food/dietary restrictions.

__________________________________

__________________________________

EMERGENCY CONTACT 
INFORMATION:
Provide name, phone/email.

__________________________________

__________________________________

Please keep a copy for your records.

You are not officially registered until 
your forms and deposit are received.

DEPOSIT & ROOM INFORMATION
Questions on our retreat in Puglia? Please send an e-mail to 
Ylenia Sambati info@yltourpr.com

For any information about Private Self(s) Healing 
Experiences with Rhonda Lenair during the Discover Your 
Self(s) in Puglia Retreat, please e-mail artsmart@charter.net

For scheduling the individual, one on one experience, 
please contact Veronica Ramos: artsmart@charter.net

PREFERRED ROOM TYPE:
CHECK ONE:

___________DOUBLE OCCUPANCY - € 2.627,00 €  per person

___________SINGLE OCCUPANCY - € 2.737,00 €  per person

YOUR TOTAL DEPOSIT: € ______________________

Full payment is due by June 23rd 2016.

If you are sharing a room, please provide the name of your 
roommate.

_________________________________________________________


